Horoscope Guide: July 16 - 22
by Wanda_Perry

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Home is where your heart is this week. Address the needs of your family
memberse and strive to create a sense of peace and harmony on the domestic front.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): An assortment of unique thoughts will pass through your mind. Take time to
write them down and present them in a sharable format.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 21): Your concept of prosperity or success is changing. Look closely at your values
and at the treasures that you hold near and dear to your heart.

CANCER (June 22 - July 22): The sky is your only limit - if you are willing to believe it. Approach a
challenging project with a positive and upbeat attitude and shoot for the stars.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Tune in and pay close attention to your subconscious this week. Follow a hunch or
intuitive feeling that could be very revealing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Uncover a few great ideas for a pet project while participating in a club or
group activity. Show up on time and maintain an open mind.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): Celebrate a high point in your current career cycle. Use this period to expand
your professional horizons or to cash in on your experiences and past lessons.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): Unexpected or spur-of-the-moment travel is highly probable. Keep your
bags packed and enough ready cash on hand to depart when opportunity knocks.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Take time to research different investment programs or options. Make a
profitable connection with a company or product that meets your standards.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Relationships are highlighted this week. Express your true feelings and
give your partner or mate something wonderful or amazing to remember.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Let go of negative habits or obsessions associated with diet or exercise.
Discover new and exciting ways to attain and sustain good health.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Enjoy the rewards of your creative contributions to a social or celebratory
project. Freedom of speech or individuality of expression is greatly encouraged.

If your birthday is this week, seek unique opportunities during the coming year for travel, education, fun and
adventure. Friends or associates are likely to play an inspiring or energizing role. You would do well to follow
their lead. Be open and receptive to the variety of experiences, knowledge and excitement that they will bring
to your life. Avoid takin your loved ones for granted or underestimating their feelings.

Also born this week: Roald Amundsen, David Hasselhoff, John Glenn, Edgar Degas, Sir Edmund Hillary and
Ernest Hemingway.
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